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Abstract. We study the case of multi-component dark matter, in particular how di-
rect detection signals are modified in the presence of several stable weakly-interacting-
massive particles. Assuming a positive signal in a future direct detection experiment,
stemming from two dark matter components, we study the region in parameter space
where it is possible to distinguish a one from a two-component dark matter spectrum.
First, we leave as free parameters the two dark matter masses and show that the
two hypotheses can be significantly discriminated for a range of dark matter masses
with their splitting being the critical factor. We then investigate how including the
effects of different interaction strengths, local densities or velocity dispersions for the
two components modifies these conclusions. We also consider the case of isospin-
violating couplings. In all scenarios, we show results for various types of nuclei both
for elastic spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions. Finally, assuming that
the two-component hypothesis is confirmed, we quantify the accuracy with which the
parameters can be extracted and discuss the different degeneracies that occur. This
includes studying the case in which only a single experiment observes a signal, and
also the scenario of having two signals from two different experiments, in which case
the ratios of the couplings to neutrons and protons may also be extracted.
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1 Introduction
We know from gravitational effects that dark matter (DM) constitutes a significant
fraction of the energy density in the universe, but no confirmed detection in the lab-
oratory has been made so far. Some of the most popular candidates are Weakly-
Interacting-Massive-Particles (WIMPs), in particular those that have non-vanishing
interactions with the standard model (SM) and therefore can be tested. In fact, they are
actively being searched for in direct detection (DD) experiments, which look for their
nuclear scatterings in underground detectors [1]. Interestingly, current and planned
next-generation experiments are probing a very large portion of the parameter space
of well-motivated theories of WIMPs.
A plausible scenario is that DM is not made up of a single species, but that it
has a multi-component nature. In this work we study direct detection signals in the
presence of multi-component WIMP-like DM, i.e., several types of WIMPs (labelled
– 1 –
by Greek sub indices α = 1, 2 ..., N) with individual global energy density Ωα such that
they constitute the observed total DM energy density of the Universe, ΩDM =
∑N
α Ωα.
Purely on theoretical grounds, having the individual energy densities (the global Ωα,
or the local ρα) exactly equal would seem to be a highly unnatural scenario, requiring
a fine-tuning between masses and number densities (unless there is some underlying
mechanism to equalise the densities). On the other hand, that the densities are similar
up to order one factors seems rather plausible, that is to say, that there are several
species contributing in a non-negligible way to the global and local energy densities.
For instance, in the SM there are baryons forming different stable nuclei with a non-
negligible density: H, He, Li..., and also electrons, photons and neutrinos. Therefore,
it is not difficult to imagine that a similar situation could occur in the dark sector,
which has an energy density five times larger than the visible one.
There have been only a few works in the past regarding the direct detection of
multi-component DM [2–8]. Let us discuss the main points studied there and the most
relevant differences with our analysis. In Ref. [3] the authors considered very small
mass splittings (< 200 keV) for the particles, such as arise in inelastic scenarios [9–11].
In Ref. [4] a continuum spectrum of closely spaced DM particles was considered. In this
work we will focus mainly on the case of two DM states and consider splittings compa-
rable to the DM masses. In Refs. [4, 5] the possibility of testing multi-component DM
using collider, indirect and direct searches was studied. In Ref. [5] the authors related
the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section to the annihilation one, motivated by ther-
mal freeze-out and supersymmetric scenarios. Therefore they were able to express the
scattering cross-section as a function of the global (and local) density and the DM mass.
In our study we will keep the analysis as phenomenological and model-independent as
possible. In particular, we will not make any assumptions in the numerical analysis
regarding the production mechanisms for the DM, i.e., we will keep the abundance and
the scattering cross-sections as independent parameters. Furthermore, we will adopt
a different statistical approach to that in Ref. [5] and we will study the effects of all
relevant parameters entering the scattering rate. As pointed out in this last reference,
indirect detection of one DM particle could mimic the effects of two components, as it
may annihilate/decay not only to two gamma rays but also to Higgs/Z plus a photon.
In addition these interactions are loop-suppressed. Regarding colliders, the authors
studied the case of models with charged partners decaying into DM. In Ref. [12] the
authors also considered the possibility of discriminating the number of DM particles
generating missing energy distributions. In this work we will focus on how multi-
component DM can be studied using only information stemming from direct detection
signals.
We will first discuss some general expectations of multi-component DM. In par-
ticular, the relevant quantity that enters in DD is the local DM number density,
nloc = ρloc/mDM, and we will discuss this in some detail. Afterwards, in order to
draw quantitative conclusions, we will focus on the case of having a two-component
DM signal in a direct detection experiment. The questions we would like to answer
are two-fold: first, how significantly can we distinguish the one-component and the
two-component hypotheses? Second, assuming that the two components can indeed
– 2 –
be distinguished, with what accuracy can we extract the DM properties? In order to
answer these questions, we will simulate a signal generated by two DM components in
different target nuclei, assuming either spin-independent (SI) or spin-dependent (SD)
interactions. We will adopt a frequentist framework in order to compare the one- and
two-component hypotheses and to extract the preferred regions for the free parameters.
We will also discuss the case of having two experimental signals, and how accurately
one can extract the DM properties in this case, including the couplings to neutrons
and protons.
This paper is structured as follows. In sec. 2 we give some general remarks on
multi-component DM. This section may be skipped for readers interested more in the
main results of this work. In sec. 3 we present the framework relevant for direct detec-
tion of multi-component DM. In sec. 4 we analyse in detail the case of a two-component
DM event rate and how, from a given signal, the one- and two-DM hypothesis can be
discriminated. Assuming that the 2DM hypothesis has been confirmed, in sec. 5 we
study the extraction of the DM parameters. We conclude in sec. 6. Finally we elabo-
rate on some statistical methods used in App. A, and show the results of the parameter
estimation using Bayesian methods in App. B.
2 General remarks on multi-component dark matter densities
The relevant quantity for DD is the DM local energy density in the solar neighbour-
hood, which should obey ρloc =
∑N
α ρα. More precisely, it is the local number density
that is important in determining the total event rate in a DD experiment. Given
arbitrary local energy densities for two DM components, it is not entirely straightfor-
ward to determine which one dominates the event rate. For example, even though the
heavier DM mass has a smaller number density, it probes a larger part of the velocity
distribution, and therefore it is not straightforward which particle dominates the rate,
the lighter or the heavier.
One feature to keep in mind is that the proportionality of the global and local
densities is expected in the case of cold DM, such as WIMPs [13] (see also its effects in
Ref. [14]). We will assume such a proportionality in the following discussion. Further-
more, for simplicity, we will focus on the case of two DM components, taken to have
masses m2 > m1 without loss of generality.
The production mechanism of DM is unknown. Up to now, we have defined
multi-component DM as the scenario in which several particles have similar energy
densities. Another option is that they have similar number densities. The first one is
relevant in the context of thermal freeze-out, while the second one could in principle
be more natural in asymmetric scenarios (see Ref. [15] for a review on the topic). In
the latter case, however, the masses are typically of O(GeV), and therefore DD is quite
challenging, although detectors with low thresholds exist (typically with Germanium).
Focusing on two components, in the case of similar local energy densities, we have that
ρ1 ≈ ρ2 ≈ ρloc
2
, (2.1)
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Figure 1. Number densities nα with α = 1, 2 versus log10(rρ), where rρ = ρ2/ρ1. In the
left panel we plot m1 = 9 GeV and m2 = 10 GeV. In the right panel, we plot m1 = 9 GeV
and m2 = 45 GeV. We show the exact values of nα in solid. Also shown are the different
approximations: n1 = n2 = n (dashed black), ρ1 = ρloc/2 (dotted blue) and ρ2 = ρloc/2
(dotted red). For m1 = m2 all three approximations collapse into a single horizontal line. A
plot for m1 = 45 GeV, m2 = 9 is the mirror image of the right plot with respect to a vertical
axis passing through log10(rρ) = 0.
i.e., both species have a significant contribution to the energy density. Instead, for
similar number densities n1 ≈ n2 ≈ nloc, we have
ρloc = nloc(m1 +m2) ≈ nloc m2 , (2.2)
where in the last step we assumed m2  m1. Therefore,
nloc ≈ ρloc
m2
.
Of course, in the case of equal masses, i.e., m1 = m2 (as roughly expected for asym-
metric DM), both expressions in eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent. This means that,
in this case, direct detection signals for multi-component DM models are suppressed by
the heaviest DM mass (really the total sum of the masses), and similarly with indirect
detection signals.
The number densities n1, n2 are plotted in Fig. 1 versus rρ = ρ2/ρ1 for m1 = 9
GeV and m2 = 10 GeV in the left figure, and for m1 = 9 GeV and m2 = 45 GeV in the
right one. We show the exact values in solid, and the different approximations n1 = n2
in dashed black, ρ1 = ρloc/2 in dotted blue and ρ2 = ρloc/2 in dotted red. In the case of
ρ1 = ρ2 = ρloc/2, for rρ = 1 it is of course exact. One can also see that taking n1 = n2
gives the average of the exact number densities. In the regime where the local energy
density of particle 1 (2) is large, i.e. rρ  1( 1), the respective approximations are
a (roughly constant) factor of two weaker, while in the opposite regime they are more
discrepant.
When the masses are similar (left panel), both approximations are roughly the
same. In fact all the approximations collapse for m1 = m2. On the other hand, when
the masses are very different (right panel), the approximations are quite different. In
the case of n1 = n2, it is an exact solution for rρ = m2/m1 = 1.1 (5) in the left (right
– 4 –
panel). This qualitative behaviour is similar for other DM masses: the assumption of
equal number densities is an average of the real number densities for any true value of
the local energy densities, while that of equal energy densities is a worse approximation
at least for one of the two candidates whenever rρ 6= 1.
In the rest of the paper, we will not make any approximation regarding energy
densities, which we will treat as free parameters, just subject to the constraint that
their sum gives the observed local energy density.
3 Direct detection of multi-component DM
3.1 The differential event rate
We present in the following the general notation for multi-component DM in detectors
with different types of nuclei. For the time-being, we assume elastic spin-independent
(SI) scattering of DM particles χα (α = 1, 2 ..., N) with masses mα off nuclei with
atomic and mass numbers (Zj, Aj) (j = 1, 2 ..M), depositing the nuclear recoil energy
ER. The total differential rate (usually measured in events/keV/kg/day) observed by
a detector is given by the sum of the event rates of the individual DM particles on
each of the nuclear elements:
R(ER, t) =
M∑
j=1
N∑
α=1
Rαj (ER, t) , (3.1)
where
Rαj (ER, t) = xj
ρασ
p
α
2mαµ2αp
(Aeffα,j)
2F 2j (ER) ηα,j(v
(α)
m,j, t) , (3.2)
with ρα the individual local DM energy density (with the restriction ρloc =
∑N
α=1 ρα),
σpα the individual DM–proton scattering cross-section at zero momentum transfer, µαp
the χα particle–proton reduced mass and Fj(ER) the nuclear form factor of element j.
We also denoted the effective mass-number of the nucleus j with DM α by
Aeffα,j = Zj + (Aj − Zj)κα , (3.3)
with
κα ≡ fnα/fpα , (3.4)
where fn,pα are the SI individual couplings of the DM particle α to neutrons and protons.
xj is the mass fraction of element j in the detector, i.e., xj = mj/(
∑M
j mj).
We will discuss spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) interactions in this
paper; in the case of SD interactions, Eq. (3.2) can be used by substituting Aeffαj → 1 and
the form factor F 2j (ER) → F SDα, j(ER, κα) now has a κα dependence. In the numerical
analysis, for the SI form factors we will use the Helm parametrisation [16, 17], while
for SD in xenon (and fluorine) we will use the results of Ref. [18].
– 5 –
In addition to ρα, the astrophysics enters in Eq. (3.2) through the halo integral
ηα,j(v
(α)
m,j, t) ≡ η(f (α)det , v(α)m,j, t) =
∫
v>v
(α)
m,j
d3v
f
(α)
det (v, t)
v
, (3.5)
with
v
(α)
m,j ≡ vm(mα, mj) =
√
mjER
2µ2αj
, (3.6)
where v
(α)
m,j is the minimal velocity of the particle α required to produce a recoil of energy
ER in element j, and f
(α)
det (v, t) describes the distribution of DM particle velocities
in the detector rest frame, with f
(α)
det (v, t) ≥ 0 and
∫
d3vf
(α)
det (v, t) = 1. The velocity
distributions in the rest frames of the detector and the galaxy are related by a Galilean
transformation, f
(α)
det (v, t) = f
(α)
gal (v + ve(t)), where ve(t) is the velocity vector of the
Earth in the galaxy rest-frame. Notice that ηαj(v
(α)
m,j) is a decreasing function of v
(α)
m,j,
which for large DM masses does not depend on mα. Throughout this paper, we will use
the so-called Standard Halo Model (SHM), with ρexploc ' 0.4 GeV/cm3, a Maxwellian
velocity distribution fgal(v) =
1
(2piσ2Hα )
3/2 exp
(
− 3v2
2σ2Hα
)
, and a cut-off at the escape
velocity vesc = 550 km s
−1.
In principle, ηαj(v
(α)
m,j, t) depends on the DM particle α in two different ways:
directly, via its velocity distribution f (α)(v, t) (which, in addition may depend in a
non-trivial way on the micro-physics of the DM, like its mass and interactions) and
indirectly, through its mass mα that enters into v
(α)
m,j (unless mα  mj, in which case
the dependence on the DM mass drops, v
(α)
m,j → vm,j). In the following, we will assume
that the functional form of the velocity distributions of the different DM components is
equal, i.e., f (α)(v, t) ≡ f(v, t). We will however consider the case of different velocity
dispersions later on. Also, we will focus on constant rates, i.e., averaged over the year,
so that
R¯(ER) =
R(ER, tmax) +R(ER, tmin)
2
, (3.7)
where tmax (tmin) are the times of the year at which the rate reaches a maximum
(minimum). 1
3.2 The rate for two DM particles
We now fix the notation for the DD signals expected from 2 DM particles α = 1, 2 with
masses m1 < m2, cross-sections with protons σ
p
1, σ
p
2, and densities ρ1, ρ2, such that
ρ1 + ρ2 = ρloc. We will also study their signals in two different detectors j = A1, A2,
with mass and atomic numbers (A1, Z1) 6= (A2, Z2), and taken to have mass fractions
x1 = x2 = 1 for simplicity (in the case of xenon, we will consider the different mass
1We will not discuss annual modulation signals, the reader is referred to refs. [19–26] for studies
on the topic.
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fractions of its isotopes). We define
rρ ≡ ρ2
ρ1
, such that ρ2 = rρ ρ1 = rρ
ρloc
1 + rρ
. (3.8)
From eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.7) (dropping the bar from the notation of R(ER)), and
using µ1p = µ2p = mp, we can write the total rate as:
R1(ER) = R
1
1(ER) +R
2
1(ER)
= C(rρ, σ
p
1)F
2
A1
(ER)
(
(Aeff1,1)
2
m1
η(v
(1)
m,A1) +
(Aeff2,1)
2
m2
rρ rσ η(v
(2)
m,A1)
)
, (3.9)
where we defined
C(rρ, σ
p
1) ≡
ρloc σ
p
1
2 (1 + rρ)m2p
, and rσ ≡ σ
p
2
σp1
. (3.10)
RA2(ER) is similar, after making the following substitutions: A1 → A2, Aeff1,1 → Aeff1, 2
and Aeff2,1 → Aeff2,2. In the case of a DM signal generated from two components, it is clear
that the particle masses will determine the slope of their individual rates, while rρ, rσ
and κ1, 2 will determine their relative normalisation. Therefore, a first conclusion is that
using just information from a given direct detection signal, we can only distinguish if
there are one or two components if the particles have different masses.
In the following numerical analysis, we will use different targets: fluorine, sodium,
germanium and xenon. The strongest limits for the SI cross-section come from XENON1T [27],
and are 10−45 cm2 for a 10 GeV DM particle and 10−46 cm2 for mDM = 30 GeV at 90%
C.L. For SD couplings with protons, PICO-2L [28] (and PICO-60 [29] for heavier
masses) set the strongest bounds, at the level of 10−40 cm2 for a 10 GeV DM particle.
The values of the energy threshold (Eth), mass, time and exposures for the different
nuclei based on future expected experimental sensitivities are given in table 1. Notice
that there are many different proposed experiments, and very large uncertainties are
present in the literature regarding these values. For Ge, although smaller thresholds
are possible (. keV), we take a conservative value similar to the other detector ones.
Therefore our analysis can be understood as a proof of concept, with more sophisticated
experimental simulations needed once there is a signal. We provide some examples of
illustrative proposed experiments in the last column of the table. 2 We also provide
in the third column the minimum DM mass that can be detected for each element
assuming perfect energy resolution.
In Fig. 2 we show the differential spectrum of two component DM for a variety of
DM mass splittings. One can see the different slopes of the two components and the
presence of a kink in the total rate, which rapidly vanishes for smaller mass splittings.
2This is by no means an exhaustive list, and other elements and experiments are also very promis-
ing, for instance those using argon [30, 31], which however typically have higher energy thresholds
(∼ O(20) keV). Moreover, in addition to XENONnt [32], other very promising xenon experiments are
DARWIN [33] and LZ [34]. For further details of the current status of DD experiments, the interested
reader is referred to Refs. [35, 36].
– 7 –
Element Eth (keV) m
min
DM (GeV) M (t) T (y) MT (t · y) Experiments
F 3 2 0.5 2 1 PICO-500 [29]
Na 3 2.5 0.25 10 2.5 PICO-LON [37]
Ge 2 3.5 0.4 10 4 SuperCDMS [38]
Xe 1 3 2 1.5 3 XENONnT [32]
Table 1. Experimental values used in the numerical analysis for future direct detection
experiments. Columns 2 to 6 show respectively the recoil energy threshold Eth (keV), the
minimum DM mass that can be detected in GeV, the mass of the detector M in tonnes, the
data collection time T in years and the total exposure MT (t · y). The last column shows
an illustrative experimental reference for the type of experiment considered. For xenon we
consider both isotopes Xe129 and Xe131 with mass fractions xj equal to 0.264 and 0.212,
respectively.
This is the smoking gun of multi-component DM. We have checked that sensible energy
resolutions do not significantly affect the spectra, and in the following we assume
perfect energy resolution and efficiency.
Something important to keep in mind in the case of multi-component DM is that,
the heavier DM particle may contribute to the rates in different experiments. On the
other hand, the lightest particle may only scatter in the lightest detector, as in the
heaviest detector the recoils may be below its energy threshold.
We plot in Fig. 3 the lightest DM mass m1 (GeV) versus the recoil energy ER
(keV) where the spectrum of the DM component 1 intercepts that of DM component 2,
for both SI (left) and SD (right) interactions. The SI targets include xenon, germanium
and sodium, whilst for SD interactions we only consider xenon and fluorine nuclei. We
fix m2 = 200 GeV and rρ = rσ = 1. The cut-off for the curves indicates the values
of m1 for which the spectra for the constituent components are parallel. One can see
that this cut-off is highly dependent on the mass number of the nuclear target (i.e,
the lower the mass number, the lower the cut-off). Notice that the maximum recoil
energy that can be detected sets a conservative upper limit to the maximum m1 that
can be discriminated, i.e., such that the energy of the intersection is below its value.
Similarly, the maximum m1 sets the maximum energy of the intersection above which
the rates cannot be discriminated. This means that there are both lower and upper
bounds on the splitting between the DM masses m2-m1 for a discrimination between
a two-component and one-component signal to be possible. This is due to the fact
that, for fixed m2, m1 cannot be arbitrarily light, as it would not give recoils below
threshold. Similarly, for a fixed m1, m2 cannot be arbitrarily large, as its number
density (and therefore its rate) would be extremely suppressed.
We can try to see which particle dominates the rate, the heaviest or the lightest.
As we have seen, this depends on the recoil energy considered. For a fixed ER, as
m2 > m1 (by definition), we have that η(v
1
m,A1) < η(v
2
m,A1). However, it could well
be that the lightest particle (number 1) dominates if rρ  1 or rσ  1. Therefore
which particle gives the largest contribution to the rate depends also on the product
rρrσ. We plot in Fig. 4 the regions in the plane log(m1)–log(m2) where DM particle 2
– 8 –
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Figure 2. Total differential event rate for 2 DM particles (solid black), as well as their
individual contributions (1 dashed blue, 2 dotted green) for a variety of DM mass splittings
on the energy range [2, 30] keV. One should notice that the kink feature in the combined
spectrum rapidly vanishes with smaller mass splittings.
(1) dominates as shaded light blue (shaded light brown) areas for ER = 2 keV (upper
panel) and for ER = 30 keV (lower row). We show results for two different values
of rρrσ = 1, (0.2) in the left (right) panel. Of course, the areas are symmetric under
interchange of particles 1 and 2 for rρ = rσ = 1. In this case, one can see that lightest
DM species always dominates: DM 1 to the upper-left region of the diagonal, and DM2
to the lower-right, except in a small region where the lightest DM is so light that we
are probing the tail of the velocity distribution, which is exponentially suppressed. For
rρrσ = 0.2, the regions where DM 1 dominates are somewhat larger than for rρrσ = 1.
A similar plot for rρrσ = 5 can be obtained by the reflection of the rρrσ = 0.2 plot
by interchanging m1 ↔ m2 everywhere, and therefore, in this case, the regions where
DM 2 dominates are larger than for rρrσ = 1. The regions to the left (bottom) of
the vertical (horizontal) dashed lines imply v
(1)
m (ER) > vesc ,det (v
(2)
m (ER) > vesc ,det) and
therefore there is no DM 1 (2) that can give recoils at that recoil energy. They set
the lowest DM mass that can be detected. For ER = 30 keV, the regions where the
scattering is allowed shrink, as the minimum DM mass that can produce a recoil is
larger than for ER = 2 keV.
We therefore conclude that in the general case, which particle dominates the rate
is a rather model-dependent statement. If we take equal energy densities and cross-
– 9 –
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Figure 3. The lightest DM mass m1 (GeV) versus the recoil energy ER (keV) where the
spectrum of the DM component 1 intercepts the spectrum of the DM component 2. We
show different targets for both SI (left) and SD (right) interactions. For SI interactions we
consider Xe, Ge and Na nuclei whereas for the SD case we only take Xe and F nuclei. We fix
m2 = 200 GeV and rρ = rσ = 1. Notice that the maximum recoil energy of the interception
sets an upper limit on the maximum m1 that can be discriminated.
sections, i.e. rρrσ = 1, again, which one dominates depends on the DM masses and
cross-sections, see Eq. (3.9) and Fig. 4. On the other hand, if we assume n1 = n2 ≡ n,
then ρloc = nmtot, where mtot = m1 +m2, and rρ = m2/m1. Therefore, in this scenario
the total rate can also be computed using Eq. (3.9) for rρ = m2/m1, and it simplifies
to:
RA1(ER) =
Cn(σ
p
1)
mtot
F 2A1(ER)
(
(Aeff1,1)
2 η(v
(1)
m,A1) + (A
eff
2,1)
2 rσ η(v
(2)
m,A1)
)
, (3.11)
where we defined
Cn(σ
p
1) ≡
ρloc σ
p
1
2m2p
. (3.12)
Interestingly, in this case the DM masses m1, m2 only enter in the rate through the
dependence on η(vm). This means that the lower the DM mass, the larger the minimum
velocity, and therefore the smaller the rate. Therefore, in this case, for rσ = 1 and
κ1 = κ2, the largest DM mass clearly dominates the rate. The implications of this will
be further discussed below in sec. 3.2.1.
3.2.1 Suppression of the rate for equal number densities
In the case of equal number densities, if we assume that the DM particles have roughly
the same kind of interactions with the SM (rσ = 1, κ1 = κ2), calling σ
p
1 ≈ σp2 ≡ σp,
with SI isospin-conserving interactions, the total rate for a particular nucleus can be
written using Eq. (3.11) as:
R(ER) ' σp
2m2p
ρloc
m2
A2F 2(ER) η(v
(2)
m ) , (3.13)
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Figure 4. Regions in the plane log(m1)–log(m2) where DM particle 2 (1) dominates as
shaded light blue (shaded light brown) areas. The upper row is for ER = 2 keV and the
lower row for ER = 30 keV. Left (right) column is for rρrσ = 1 (0.2). The regions to the
left (bottom) of the vertical (horizontal) dashed lines imply v
(1)
m (ER) > vesc ,det (v
(2)
m (ER) >
vesc ,det) and therefore there is no DM 1 (2) that can give recoils at that recoil energy.
where we used that η(v
(2)
m )  η(v(1)m ) and mtot ≈ m2, which are valid when there is a
significant hierarchy in masses, m1  m2. Notice also that in the limit m2  mA, v(2)m
becomes independent of the DM mass m2, and so does η(v
(2)
m ), so we could drop its
superscript (we assume this in the following). From this expression, we can derive an
upper bound on the heaviest DM mass to have a signal in a direct detection experiment
for a given cross-section. For an experimental sensitivity of Rexp(ER) at a given recoil
energy ER, we get:
ρloc σp
m2
' 2m
2
pRexp(ER)
A2F 2(ER) η[vm(ER)]
, (3.14)
or similarly, for a fixed DM cross-section:
m2 ' 1
2m2p
ρloc
Rexp(ER)
σpA
2F 2(ER) η[vm(ER)] . (3.15)
Notice that one can use the inequality η(vm) < 1/vm that is independent of the velocity
distribution [14, 39–41], and therefore derive an upper limit on the DM mass (or a lower
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limit on ρloc σp/m2) that is f(v)-independent as a function of the recoil energy:
m2 <
1
2m2p vm(ER)
ρloc
Rexp(ER)
σpA
2F 2(ER) . (3.16)
Therefore one can check the ER at which the upper bound is weakest. As an example,
using σp = 10
−45 cm2, and taking the the form factor equal to one, in Germanium, for
an expected sensitivity of Rexp ≥ 10−5 cts/kg/day at a typical recoil energy ER = 2
KeV, we get that m2 . 200 GeV, i.e., unless the heaviest mass is lighter than 200 GeV,
the rate will be too low to be detected. For the same conditions in Iodine (DAMA) and
Xenon, we obtain upper bounds of ∼ 600 and ∼ 700 GeV respectively. Similarly, if the
DM properties were known from other probes (colliders, indirect detection), eq. (3.16)
could be used to derive an upper limit on the event rate as a function of recoil energy.
The bottom line is that, for equal number densities, if the DM components have similar
interaction strength, the heaviest mass of the DM group dictates the sensitivity of DD.
4 Hypothesis testing: one versus two DM components
In the following (sec. 4.1) we detail the statistical methods used to calculate the sen-
sitivity of future experiments to discriminate a two-component DM scenario from the
one-component one. We formulate this analysis as a frequentist hypothesis test, with
the null-hypothesis being one-component, and the alternative hypothesis being two-
component. The test should be able to select the two-component interpretation when
the energy recoil spectrum has a significant kink feature, as shown in Fig. 2, since
this feature cannot be explained with only one DM particle. The statistical techniques
used in this study have been previously applied and thoroughly detailed in the context
of neutrino mass ordering analyses [42–44]. We then show in subsequent subsections
that the best model discriminator is the mass splitting between the two DM compo-
nents. We first show in sec. 4.2 results taking as free parameters m1, m2 and the
overall normalisation σ1p, keeping κ1, 2 = rρ = rσ = 1 and assuming the SHM for both
DM particles with σH1 = σH2 = 270 km/s. Afterwards, in sec. 4.3 we proceed to see
how the discrimination is worsened by allowing rρ 6= rσ 6= 1, the dispersion velocities
σH1 6= σH2 6= σSHM, or the ratios of couplings κ1 6= κ2 6= 1.
4.1 Test statistic for hypothesis testing
We construct the hypothesis test in a frequentist framework, defining the null hypoth-
esis to be the one-component scenario which we denote H1DM. Similarly we denote
the two-component alternative hypothesis H2DM. Notice that the one DM hypothe-
sis is a subset of the two DM hypothesis, as can be seen easily by taking rρ = 0 in
Eq. (3.9). H1DM is said to be a nested hypothesis of H2DM. We will see later that this
has important ramifications.
Suppose that we have a detector that has observed a set of binned count mea-
surements x = x1, x2..., xN over N bins with uncertainties σi =
√
xi. We parameterise
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the likelihood of observing this data given a hypotheses H1DM/H2DM with a binned
Gaussian distribution:
L(x |Hα) =
N∏
i
1√
2piσi
e
− [xi−µi(θα)]
2
2σ2
i α = [H1DM, H2DM], (4.1)
where µi(θα) is the expected number of counts in bin i as a function of the model
parameters θH1DM/θH2DM under the hypothesis H1DM/H2DM. Maximising the likelihood
in Eq. (4.1) with respect to the hypothesis parameters θα is equivalent to minimising
-2 times the log-likelihood as follows:
min
θα
(− 2 lnL) = min
θα
N∑
i
[xi − µi(θα)]2
σ2i
≡ min
θα
χ2(θα) . (4.2)
This is the familiar ‘chi-square’ statistic which, as showed by Pearson [45] in the limit
of large xi follows a χ
2 distribution with N − n(θα) degrees of freedom, where n(θα) is
the number of parameters θα.
One should immediately notice that Eq. (4.2) only provides a ‘goodness of fit’
for the hypothesis α, and does not explicitly reject one in favour of the other. For
this task, we require a test-statistic T that explicitly discriminates between H1DM and
H2DM. A commonly used test statistic is:
T = min
θH1DM
χ2(θH1DM)− min
θH2DM
χ2(θH2DM) . (4.3)
Notice that the definition of T is such that the larger its value, the larger the preference
for H2DM, and the smaller its value, the more H1DM is preferred.
In order to quantify how much the data supports either hypothesis, we require the
limiting probability distribution of the T statistic in the case either H1DM and H2DM is
true. Under some general assumptions, the theorem from Wilk [46] states that in the
case of nested hypotheses (i.e when H1DM is true), T will follow a χ2 distribution with
k ≡ n(θH2DM)−n(θH1DM) degrees of freedom, where n is the number of parameters that
parameterise a given hypothesis. We denote this by T 1DM.
However, in the case that H2DM is true, we show in Appendix A that the T
statistic, which we denote T 2DM, will follow a Gaussian distribution that is solely de-
pendent on the true parameter values µ(θtrueH2DM) with mean given by T 2DM0 and standard
deviation 2
√
T 2DM0 , where
T 2DM0 ≡ T (xi = µi(θtrueH2DM)) = minθH1DM
n∑
i
µi(θtrueH2DM)− µi(θH1DM)√
µi(θtrueH2DM)
2 . (4.4)
That is, T 2DM0 has no statistical fluctuations from the data and is often called the
‘Asimov likelihood ’. The Asimov likelihood can be qualitatively thought of as an
approximation of the median value of a test statistic. See Ref. [47] for details. Note
that large values of T 2DM0 disfavour the null hypothesis H1DM.
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Figure 5. Normalised probability distribution of the test statistic T in a Xe target for
true one-component T 1DM (light red) and two-component T 2DM (light yellow) DM hypoth-
esis. We fixed m1 = 10 GeV and m2 = 200 GeV. We used 8500 samples. We see that
the one-component DM follows a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom, while the
two-component DM hypothesis is well-approximated by a Gaussian centered at T 2DM0 , with
standard deviation 2
√
T 2DM0 .
In Fig. 5 we show the probability distribution of T for the two hypotheses in a
Xe target: H1DM in light red and H2DM in light yellow. We fix m1 = 10 GeV and
m2 = 200 GeV and use 8500 Monte Carlo samples. Since the only free parameters
we are considering are the two DM masses, the difference in degrees of freedom of the
two hypotheses is k = 2 − 1 = 1 degrees of freedom. Hence, from Wilk’s theorem,
we expect that under H1DM, T will follow a χ21d.o.f distribution. One can see that
T 2DM is approximately Gaussian distributed with median T 2DM0 and standard deviation
2
√
T 2DM0 , while T 1DM is approximately estimated by a χ2-distribution with one degree
of freedom as expected.3
4.1.1 Median sensitivity
The aim of this analysis is to quantify how sensitive an “average experiment” operat-
ing at future benchmarks is to rejecting H1DM in favour of H2DM. The quantity that
allows us to do this is called the median sensitivity and can be easily visualised as fol-
lows: Under H2DM an experiment will generate a T 2DM statistic that is approximately
3One will also notice that the width of the Gaussian approximation in Fig. 5 slightly overestimates
T 2DM. This of course could be primarily because we have assumed Monte Carlo realisations of the
recoil spectrum are Gaussian distributed instead of Poisson. We have exploited the assumption that
for large number of events the bin by bin distribution starts looking Gaussian. In practice, however,
we are only interested in the median of the H2DM distribution, since its variance does not enter in
the calculation of the median sensitivity, as will be discussed in sec. 4.1.1.
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Gaussian as shown in Fig. 5. In this vein, the median (mean) of this Gaussian T 2DM0
quantifies the experiments’ ‘average’ capability.
Since we know that the distribution of T under H1DM is a χ2 with k degrees of
freedom, we can then calculate the probability of having a T 2DM0 at least as extreme
as the one we observed. This is called the p-value and is given by
p =
∫ ∞
T 2DM0
f(T |H1DM) dT = 1− CDFχ2k d.o.f(T 2DM0 ) , (4.5)
where CDFχ
2
k d.o.f is the cumulative density function for the χ
2
k d.o.f . As a result, a larger
T 2DM0 which favours H2DM will produce a smaller p-value, and vice-versa. We define
α to be the probability of making an error of the 1st kind, i.e, rejecting H1DM if its
true. If p < α, then the data supports H2DM over H1DM. In more conventional words,
we have defined our critical region to be where there is a low probability to observe T
if H1DM is true but a high probability if the alternative hypothesis H2DM is true. The
p-value in Eq. (4.5) can be converted to a two-sided number of unit Gaussian standard
deviations, which we will denote throughout the rest of this paper as Z, and call it the
median sensitivity using 4
Z(p) =
√
2 erfc−1(p) , (4.6)
where erfc(p) ≡ 1− erf(p) is the complimentary error function. If Z ≥ Z(α) ≡ 5 then
the median experiment can reject H1DM in favour of H2DM at the 5-sigma confidence
level (CL). In the special case that the difference in number of degrees of freedom is
k = 1, the sensitivity is just given by [47]
Z|k=1 =
√
T 2DM0 . (4.7)
4.2 Fixed parameters except for the DM masses
We perform the analysis discussed in sec. 4.1 firstly for the case that all hypothesis
parameters are fixed except for m1 and m2. As a result, the difference in number
of degrees of freedom between H1DM and H2DM is k = 1. Thus, Eq. (4.7) is used
in this case to calculate the median sensitivity. Later on in sec. 4.3, we will study
how our results are changed in more general cases by relaxing the restrictions on other
parameters. We do the following analysis both for SI and SD WIMP-nucleon couplings.
For SI interactions we will consider future sodium, germanium and xenon experi-
ments, with a true SI cross-section with protons of σp1(SI) = 10
−45 cm2. For SD interac-
tions we will consider future fluorine and xenon experiments with true SD cross-section
with protons of σp1(SD) = 10
−40 cm2. We adopt the experimental configurations shown
in tab. 1. The choice of the nuclei for our assumed SI interaction experiments is such
that there is a large range in masses, while for SD interactions there is an additional
4An alternate definition of the median sensitivity as seen in Ref. [42] is given by the CL at which
an experiment will reject the wrong hypothesis with a probability of 50%, that is, with a rate for an
error of the second kind of 0.5. We will use the definition in Eq. (4.6) for this study.
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Figure 6. Significance Z with which the median experiment can reject the one-DM hypoth-
esis in favour of the two-DM hypothesis as a function of the mass splitting (m2 −m1)/m1,
for fixed m1 equal to 10 GeV. We show as dotted, dash-dotted and dashed (black) horizontal
lines the 1, 3 and 5 σ C.L. The left panel shows the SI targets xenon (in blue), germanium
(in red) and sodium (in green). The right panel shows the SD targets fluorine (in grey) and
xenon (in blue).
feature: fluorine (xenon) is most sensitive to DM couplings to protons (neutrons). We
also assume a true (known) rρ, rσ = 1, i.e., equal energy densities and cross-sections
for the two DM particles, as well as equal couplings to protons and neutrons (κ1, 2 = 1).
In order to illustrate how the mass splitting controls the hypothesis discrimination,
we show in Fig. 6 the median significance Z as defined in Eq. (4.7) versus the normalised
mass splitting (m2 −m1)/m1, for a fixed lightest DM mass m1 equal to 10 GeV. The
left panel shows SI targets: xenon (in blue), germanium (in red) and sodium (in green).
The right panel shows the SD targets fluorine (in grey) and xenon (in blue). We also
show for reference the 1, 3, and 5 sigma contours as horizontal dotted, dash-dotted and
dashed (black) lines. In the case of sodium, the significance is always very poor. This
is due to two reasons. Firstly, the rate goes for spin-independent interactions as A2.
As a result, one obtains suppressed statistics in a Na based experiment as opposed to
Xe and Ge when similar exposures are used. This dominates the height of the curve in
figure 6, left panel (c.f. figure 6 right panel for SD). Secondly, in general one is always
more sensitive to recoils when roughly mDM ∼ mNucleus. Hence since one will only ever
observe a significant ‘kink’ in the recoil spectrum for large enough mass splittings, a
Na experiment will have trouble significantly rejecting the one-component hypotheses
because it won’t see the heavier particle. This effect is reflected by the relative shift of
the peaks of the three curves (red, green and blue) in the left panel of figure 6. In all
other cases, one should notice that the median significance is globally maximised at a
mass splitting that is approximately equal to ∼ 10 and drops to zero for very small
. 0.1 or very large & 103 mass splittings. This illustrates that there exists only a
finite window in masses, roughly m2 ∼ O(1−100)m1, where there can be a significant
(& 5σ) discrimination.
In Fig. 7 we show the median sensitivity in the full mass plane m2−m1. The top
panel is for SI and the bottom panel for SD. One can see that the DM mass regions
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Figure 7. Significance Z with which the median experiment can reject the one-DM hypoth-
esis in favour of the two-DM hypothesis in the m2 −m1 plane for different target nuclei. All
other model parameters are fixed when generating the Asimov data: rρ = rσ = 1, κ1, 2 = 1
and σH1, 2 = 270 km/s. We do not plot the symmetric region around the axis m1 = m2 for
clarity. The top panel is for SI interactions for Xe, Ge and Na, while the bottom panel is for
SD interactions for F and Xe.
of large significance increase with the mass of the nucleus. Indeed, as discussed above,
the significance for sodium is always negligible. Notice also that the regions shrink for
very large masses of the heaviest DM, where its number density is so suppressed that
it gives no signal in the detector. The exposure for such heavy masses is a critical
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factor to obtain a signal and achieve discrimination. For xenon, the largest sensitivity
occurs when the lightest DM mass is around 10-20 GeV, and the heavy mass is in the
range 50-400 GeV. For germanium, the largest significance occurs when the heaviest
DM is lighter than roughly 300 GeV. For the SD case the main features are preserved
for xenon, however the maximum significance that can be achieved is slightly lower.
Fluorine however achieves maximum significance for m2 in the range 50-200 GeV.
Another feature of the SD fluorine result is that the median significance also drops
above m1 & 15 GeV.
An important note to make is that the median (statistical) sensitivity scales as
usual with the square root of the exposure
Z ∝
√
MT . (4.8)
This is true for all detector types for both SI and SD interactions. This is important,
since the results we show in this section can always be scaled accordingly for different
experimental exposures to those given in tab. 1.
4.3 General scenarios
In the following we drop some of our simplifying assumptions to see how our results
are affected. We use values of m1-m2 that yield high median significance: we fix m2
to have a mass of 150 (200) GeV for SD (SI) respectively. We then consider three
different generalised scenarios (we do not show the results for sodium since in all cases
the maximum median significance achieved is negligible):
1. In the first general scenario we consider we include the velocity dispersions of
the two components’ velocity distributions into the parameter space of H1DM
and H2DM: H1DM = [σ
p
1,m1, σH1 ] and H2DM = [σ
p
1,m2,m2, σH1 , σH2 ]. In Fig. 8
we show the median sensitivity in the plane of m1 versus σH1 for the SI targets
(top panel) and SD targets (bottom panel). We fix the velocity dispersion of
the heavier particle to σH2 = 270 km/s, while the lightest (DM one) has a
free velocity dispersion in the range 50 < σH1 < 400 km/s. The low velocity
dispersion case corresponds to a stream. The median sensitivity is calculated
realising that H2DM has two more degrees of freedom than H1DM. Hence, k = 2
and the median sensitivity is calculated using Eq. (4.6). In the case of SI xenon
(and similarly for germanium), one can see that there is a correlation between the
lightest DM mass and its velocity dispersion, which is expected. This is because
the median significance is large, whether for very low DM masses with large
dispersions such that events are above threshold, or for medium-range masses
with small dispersions. With respect to the SHM case, for m1 in the region of
∼ 15 GeV, the hypotheses can be somewhat better resolved by a smaller velocity
dispersion. Sodium (not shown) can only discriminate between H1DM/H2DM at
the level of 1.6-sigma.
In Fig. 9 we show m1 versus σH2 for the SI targets (top panel) and SD targets
(bottom panel). In a similar way to Fig. 8, here we fix σH1 = 270 km/s and
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Figure 8. Significance Z with which the median experiment can reject the one-DM hy-
pothesis in favour of the two-DM hypothesis in the σH1–m1 plane. The fixed parameters are
m2 = 150 (200) GeV for SD (SI), rρ = rσ = 1, κ1, 2 = 1 and σH2 = 270 km/s. The top panel
shows SI targets: Xe, Ge and the bottom is for SD targets: F and Xe.
let σH2 run over 50 < σH2 < 400 km/s. We see that the median significance is
almost insensitive to σH2 (at m1 ∼ 12 GeV) for all targets except for fluorine in
the SD case, where Z starts to decrease for smaller σH2 (. 100 km/s). The lack
of dependence on σH2 is due to the fact that for heavy WIMPs the whole velocity
distribution is probed.
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2. In the second scenario we drop the assumption of equal energy densities and cross-
sections, i.e, we take rρ 6= rσ. We now allow rρ and rσ to enter the parameter
space of H2DM in the range 0.01 < rρ < 2.5 and 0.01 < rσ < 10: H1DM = [σ
p
1,m1]
and H2DM = [σ
p
1,m2,m2, rρ, rσ]. Since rρ and rσ only exist within the parameter
space of H2DM then in this case we have k = 3 and hence in order to calculate
the median significance we need to resort to Eq. (4.6).
In Fig. 10 we show the rρ–m1 plane for SI (top panel) and SD (bottom panel)
interactions, whilst keeping rσ = 1. One can see that, for any fixed DM mass,
Z drops once we move away from the rρ = 1 case. Conversely, for the SD
case in a fluorine target the significance is approximately constant in the range
0.25 < rρ < 2.5. These results are similar to that of Fig. 11 which shows the rσ–
m1 plane for SI (top panel) and SD (bottom panel) interactions for fixed rρ = 1.
However, the region of high significance is slightly more elongated along the rσ
axis for both the SI and SD cases. The SD fluorine target significance now drops
lower at rσ < 0.1. We can conclude that if rρ [rσ] are different from one, but not
more than a factor O(1 [10]) from it, the sensitivity is not significantly worsened.
3. The final scenario we consider involves isospin-violating DM (see also [48, 49]).
We perform a scan over the WIMP-nucleon coupling ratios κ1 and κ2. We let
the coupling ratios enter the hypotheses’ parameter space in the ranges κ1, κ2 ∈
[−5, 5], keeping in mind that these parameters enter the rate differently for SI
and SD interactions: H1DM = [σ
p
1,m1, κ1] and H2DM = [σ
p
1,m2,m2, κ1, κ2]. The
total difference in number of degrees of freedom is k = 2 and hence the median
sensitivity is again calculated using Eq. (4.6).
In figure 12 we show the κ2–κ1 plane for SI (top panel) and SD (bottom panel)
interactions. In the SI case, one can easily see from inspection of Eq. (3.3) that
Aeff → 0 as κ→ −0.7 for Xe and −0.8 for Ge. Hence if either one of κ1 or κ2 are
close to zero, the rate due to this component will be vanishing and hence there
will be no good hypothesis discrimination. One will also notice that the median
sensitivity grows for larger κ1, 2, where A
2
eff ∝ |κ1, 2|2, becoming independent of
the signs of the κi. In the SD case, since Xe targets are more sensitive to WIMP-
neutron couplings, we see that the rate diminishes for κ → 0. In the case of
a fluorine target however, since the nuclear mass is much lower than Xe, for a
given ER, the SD form factor is approximately 1, and hence varying κ does not
significantly effect the median sensitivity. For this reason we do not show the
result for the fluorine target. 5
5The median sensitivity is Z > 15 ∀ κ1, 2 ∈ [−5, 5] and hence not much is gained from inspection
of this result.
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Figure 9. The same as Fig. 8 but in the σH2–m1 plane, where at each point σH1 is fixed to
270 km/s.
5 Parameter estimation: extracting the DM properties from
2DM signals
Previous studies have conducted parameter estimation analyses for ensembles of WIMP
parameters in current generation detectors under the assumption of only one compo-
nent DM [50, 51]. In the following we want to study the case where the 2 DM hypothesis
has been confirmed, so that one would try to extract the DM parameters. We again
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Figure 10. Significance Z with which the median experiment can reject the one-DM hy-
pothesis in favour of the two-DM hypothesis in the rρ–m1 plane. The fixed parameters are
m2 = 150 (200) GeV for SD (SI), κ1, 2 = 1 and σH1, 2 = 270 km/s. The top panel shows SI
targets: Xe and Ge, while the bottom is for SD targets: F and Xe.
adopt a frequentist framework to conduct our parameter estimation by making use of
the method of maximum likelihood. We use the MultiNest [52] package which obtains
likelihood samples within a user-specified prior boundary via an importance nested
sampling algorithm. We also do the analysis under a Bayesian framework for comple-
tion, however we present these results in appendix B. We choose this prior range to
span over parameter values that give good discrimination between H1DM and H2DM
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Figure 11. The same as Fig. 8 but in the rσ–m1 plane.
as observed from the results of sec. 4. In the following sections we briefly discuss the
statistical methods and then present our results.
5.1 Statistical methods
5.1.1 Method of maximum likelihood
The method of maximum likelihood (ML) allows us to make estimations about model
parameters by finding the parameter configuration θˆ that maximises the likelihood
function L(x|θ). The values θˆ are called the ML estimators of the model. For this
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Figure 12. Significance Z with which the median experiment can reject the one-DM hy-
pothesis in favour of the two-DM hypothesis in the κ2–κ1 plane. The fixed parameters are
m2 = 150 (200) GeV for SD (SI), rρ = 1 and σH1, 2 = 270 km/s. The top panel is for SI
targets: Xe and Ge. The bottom is for a SD Xe target. We do not show the results for F
since the median significance does not change with varying κ, and hence is not illustrative.
study we wish to examine the parameter space of only two of the 8 model parameters at
a time. One may explicitly ‘profile out’ all other parameters by writing the likelihood
function in terms of the ML estimators of these parameters. The result is called the
profile likelihood
L(x | θ1, θ2) = L(x | θ1, θ2, ˆˆθ3... ˆˆθn) , (5.1)
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Benchmark m1 m2 κ1 κ2 rρ rσ σH1 σH2 Targets
SI 15 200 2 2.5 0.7 1.1 220 230 Xe, Ge, Xe+Ge
SD 7 150 2.5 1.5 0.9 0.9 220 230 Xe, F, Xe+F
Table 2. Parameter benchmarks used to generate the Asimov data in Eq. (5.4). These
benchmarks are chosen taken into account the results of sec. 4, i.e., choosing illustrative re-
gions of parameter space that give a large discrimination between the one and two-component
hypotheses. DM masses m1, 2 are measured in GeV.
where the double hat notation denotes the ML estimators of θ3...θn for the given values
of θ1 and θ2. Maximising the likelihood in Eq. (5.1) with respect to θ1, 2 is equivalent
to maximising the profile likelihood ratio (PLR)
λ(θ1, θ2) =
L(x | θ1, θ2, ˆˆθ3... ˆˆθn)
L(x | θˆ) ≡
L(x | θ1, θ2, ˆˆθ3... ˆˆθn)
Lmax . (5.2)
In our analysis we will call the point in the θ1-θ2 plane that maximises the profile
likelihood ratio the ‘best-fit’ point. In the limit of large statistics, the distribution of
−2 lnλ(θ1, θ2) will tend towards a χ2 with k = 2 degrees of freedom as given by Wilk’s
theorem. As a result, this leads to a critical region that is defined by a cut on λ that
we will choose to represent contours of the standard 2σ (95.45%) frequentist confidence
level (C.L).
5.2 Results
The likelihood function we use for our analysis is a Gaussian as defined in Eq. (4.1) but
we now require that the likelihood is a function of all eight model parameters shown
in tab. 2:
L(x |θ) =
N∏
i
1√
2piσi
e
− [xi−µi(θ)]
2
2σ2
i θ = [m1,m2, κ1, κ2, rρ, rσ, σH1, σH2] , (5.3)
where again, xi, σi and µi(θ) are the data, error and predicted number of counts in
the ith energy bin. In a similar way to the approach in sec. 4.1, we use the Asimov
likelihood in our parameter estimation in order to obtain a measure of the median
experiments ability to determine the model parameters. The likelihood that enters the
profile likelihood ratio is then
L(x = µ(θtrue) |θ) =
N∏
i
1√
2piµi(θ
true)
e
− [
µi(θ
true)−µi(θ)]
2
2µi(θ
true) . (5.4)
As for generating the Asimov data θtrue, we use a few benchmark scenarios as given
in tab. 2 that contain parameter values that ensure a good discrimination between the
one and two-component hypotheses, as deduced from the results of sec. 4. We provide
benchmarks for SI and SD, that generate data for both one signal and two signals in
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Parameter Range Type
m1, 2 (GeV) [10, 1000] Flat
σH1, H2 (km/s) [20, 400] Flat
σp (cm
2) [10−48, 10−38] Log
rρ [10
−2, 102] Log
κ1, 2 [-5,5] Flat
Table 3. Ranges for the parameter estimation.
detectors with different nuclei. We exclude sodium since the results from sec. 4 show
that no significant discrimination between H1DM and H2DM is possible. Another thing
to note is that we don’t assume that the DM particles have equal couplings to protons
and neutrons, i.e., κ1 6= κ2 6= 1, or equivalently Aeff,1 6= Aeff,2. For the case of just one
experimental signal from one detector, this could be absorbed into σp1 and rσ. That
is, from one signal one cannot extract information about couplings to neutrons and
protons, while one can do this using two signals (also using information on the coupling
to protons from neutrinos from the sun, see Refs. [9, 53–56]). However, in the case of
two experimental signals in two different types of nuclei (we use Ge and Xe for SI, and
Xe and F for SD) information about the interactions with protons and neutrons can
in principal be obtained. Our chosen ranges for the scan are shown in table 3.
In Figs. 13 and 14 we show parameter estimates using the PLR method for the
combination of two signals Xe+Ge (SI) and Xe+F (SD) respectively. Visualisation
is done with the Pippi plotting package [57]. We show the 2σ C.L contours (solid
line), as well as the best-fit point and normalised profile likelihood density L/Lmax on
the colour scale. For comparison, we show the best-fit points and 2σ C.L contours
(dashed/dotted lines) for the one-signal cases (Xe/Ge for SI and Xe/F for SD) in order
to display any improvement in parameter realisation. We show results in the same
planes that were used for the previous section, as well as parameter combinations that
showed an interesting degree of uncertainty/degeneracy. We notice in general that the
PLR distribution of the SD results are in general more non-localised and uniform, as
opposed to the SI cases where definitive regions of high PLR display a good degree
of resolution for certain parameters. We also notice that the combined signal in the
SD case generally produces regions that are more extended than the F-only case. This
may initially seem counter-intuitive. The reason is that we have an eight-parameter
scan with a likelihood which is highly multi-modal and non-trivial. As a result, one
should not expect parameter estimates from the combined and one signal cases to give
the same best-fit point, but rather significantly different regions of PLR. In fact, in
general, we will see that for SD interactions the xenon form factor makes the parameter
estimation much harder in the combined case than in the case of just a signal in fluorine,
where the form factor suppression is absent. This makes the combined signal somewhat
worse than the individual one.
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Figure 13. SI results of the parameter estimation for one and two signals in Xe and Ge. The
colour scale shows PLR while the solid (grey), dashed (black) and dotted (orange) lines show
2σ C.L contours for the combined Xe+Ge, Xe-only and Ge-only signals respectively. The
best-fit PLR point for the Ge/Xe/combined Xe+Ge signal is shown with a diamond/dot/star.
The true parameter values (see tab. 2) are depicted by the yellow cross.
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Figure 14. SD results of the parameter estimation from the fit to one signal in Xe/F, and
two signals in Xe + F. Figure properties are the same as for Fig. 13. The solid (grey),
dashed (black) and dotted (orange) lines show 2σ C.L contours for the combined Xe+F
signal, Xe-only signal and F-only signal respectively.
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Looking first at the top-left panel of Fig. 13, one can see excellent realisation of
the two DM masses with the best-fit PLR, however the uncertainty in m2 extends
over a large region of the m2 parameter space (although it is peaked around the true
value). This is because for large m2, vmin and therefore η(ER) become independent of
m2. Therefore the same signal can be fitted with increasing rρrσ ∝ m2 as can be seen
from Eq. 3.9. In the SD case in Fig. 14, the uncertainty in m1 is increased and the
true point is covered by an extended region of high PLR, however the best-fit point
for the combined case does not resolve m1 and m2 accurately. The best-fit point for
a signal with only fluorine however does resolve the benchmark point. There is no
distinct difference between the Xe+Ge and Xe/Ge-only cases for SI other than a slight
improvement in the m1 precision, however the F-only region shows less uncertainty in
m1 for the SD case. Notice that the light m1 chosen for SD (equal to 7 GeV) implies
that lighter nuclei (like F) are much more sensitive to it.
The top-right panels of Figs. 13 and 14 show the SI/SD results in the plane of
σH1–σH2 . We notice that in the SI case we are less sensitive to σH2 , whilst the best-
fit PLR is able to resolve the true σH1 . This is because for the heavier particle an
experiment is able to probe the entire velocity distribution, whereas for the lighter
particle we are more sensitive to fact that we need velocities to provide recoil energies
above threshold. This is not the case for the SD result however, which shows that
whilst the true point lies well within 2σ contour, the uncertainty has increased in both
σH1 and σH2 . Interestingly, the F-only 2σ contour is much more resolved than the
combined Xe+F result, with the best-fit PLR lying on top of the benchmark point.
Next we show results in the m1–σH1 plane. For the SI case, we see that the
extended degeneracy decreases in length from the Xe/Ge-only to the combined signal
case. Moreover, the true point is well estimated by all best-fit points. For the SD case,
the benchmark point is only resolved by the best-fit PLR for the F-only case. The
degenerate region for the combined signal and Xe-only is significantly more extended
than the SI case. Of all results shown in Fig. 14, the SD case seems to have the most
dramatic increase in the 2σ region going from the F-only signal case to the combined
signal and Xe-only case.
Next, we consider the m2–σH2 plane where we can see the true point lies well
within 2σ for the combined signals in the SI and SD case, and is well resolved by
the best-fit PLR. The PLR density in both the SI and SD cases is high for the true
m2, however it is not localised in the σH2 direction. The F-only signal in the SD case
interestingly still covers the true point, and has a larger degree of precision in σH2 .
The next figure shows an extended degeneracy in the log10(rσ)–log10(rρ) plane for
both SI and SD cases, i..e, we have that rρ ∝ 1/rσ. Notice that we do not observe
an exactly symmetric plot in rρ and rσ since rρ also enters the rate in the pre-factor
∝ 1/(1 + rρ). The best-fit points for the combined and one signal cases are not able to
resolve true values for both the SI and SD scenarios, except for the Xe-only SD case.
Given such a large degeneracy of high PLR density however, one can safely ignore the
significance of the best fit points on this plot. The true point does however fall within
the 2σ C.L region for all combined and single signal cases. The results of this figure
show that in general, the median experiment will have trouble resolving the individual
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rρ,σ.
We next show the result for the combination log10(rρrσ) vs. m2 in order to
explicitly explore the degeneracy that was previously mentioned. In both the SI and
SD results we observe similar extended 2σ regions for the combined signal, as well as
very good accuracy for the best-fit PLR in the product rρrσ, much better than for the
individual rρ,σ (c.f. previous figure and discussion). In both cases, the PLR density is
peaked (> 0.9) at roughly the correct m2.
The next panel in each figure shows a fourfold degeneracy in the κ2–κ1 plane.
This is because, as we saw in hypothesis testing section, we are insensitive to the sign
of κ for large values, as then A2eff ∝ |κ|2. In the SI case, the degeneracy is resolved
by the best-fit PLR for the combined signal (also the PLR density is peaked in the
correct quadrant) as well as the Ge-only signal. The Xe and Ge-only cases produce
2σ contours that are all equally large indicating equal preference for all degenerate
regions. This is not the case for the combined signal, where the PLR density favours
the correct quadrant. In the SD case, the F-only signal has no sensitivity, and thus its
contour covers the whole region (κ1,2 ∈ [−10, 10]). In addition the fourfold degeneracy
is not broken by either Xe-only or combined signal best-fit PLR. Furthermore, each
quadrant of the degeneracy contains an equally high (& 0.9) PLR. Therefore we can
conclude that the couplings to neutrons and protons are difficult to resolve in the case
of SD interactions.
Lastly, we show results in the log(σ1p)–m1 plane. The combined signal for the SI
case contains the true point in a region of high PLR and well within the 2σ contour.
The combined signal also offers a slightly more constrained region than the Xe-only
and Ge-only cases. This is not true in the SD case, where the combined signal produces
a large region of high PLR density, and the F-only case provides a best-fit that is closer
to the benchmark, as well as a more tightly constrained region.
6 Conclusions
We have studied the implications of multi-component DM in DD signals. On general
grounds, in the case of similar energy densities, we have argued that it is not possible
to know which type of particle dominates the direct detection rate, the heavier or the
lighter. For the cases in which one expects similar number densities, and assuming that
the interactions of the dark sector are roughly the same, the total rate is suppressed
by the heaviest DM particle, which also dominates the (suppressed) rate. Therefore, if
this is the case, there is an upper bound on the heaviest DM expected to be able to be
detected, and we have estimated it for several nuclei. For this case, indirect detection
rates are also suppressed by the heaviest DM particles. In the case of similar masses,
the approximations of equal number/energy densities are of course equivalent.
Focusing on two-component DM, we showed that the discerning feature of the
two component scenario is a kink in the (somewhat low energy) recoil spectrum. Such
a feature cannot be present in the one-component scenario, and can thus be used
to discriminate between the one/two component hypotheses. We then simulated the
sensitivity of an ‘average’ experiment to the one or two-component hypothesis. We
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adopted several experimental configurations (energy threshold, exposure) for a variety
of different nuclear targets to roughly simulate the next generation of direct detection
experiments for both SI and SD interactions. Our first results assumed equal cross-
sections, energy densities, couplings to neutrons and protons and velocity dispersions.
We showed that the mass splitting between the two WIMP components provides the
best means for the median experiment to reject the one-component hypothesis in favour
of the two-component hypothesis, and there are both lower and upper bounds on it
for discrimination to be possible. In general, that the heaviest DM mass should be
smaller than a hundred times the lightest one. The mass configurations that maximise
the median significance are roughly m1 = 15, m2 = 200 (SI) and m1 = 7, m2 = 150
(SD). After fixing the mass of the heavier WIMP at m2 = 200 (150) GeV for SI (SD),
we then incrementally included more parameters into the hypotheses parameter space,
starting with the velocity dispersion of the WIMPS σH1, 2 then moving onto the ratios
of the local energy density and WIMP-proton cross-section rρ/rσ. In general, small
variations in these parameters around ∼ 1 do not affect significantly the results. We
finished by scanning over the WIMP-neutron/proton coupling ratios κ1, 2. In each of
these three generalised scenarios we observed that the median significance can increase
in localised regions of the parameter space.
For the regions of parameter space in which there is especially strong hypothesis
discrimination, we have estimated the precision and accuracy with which the model
parameters can be extracted. We conducted parameter estimates for both SI and SD
scenarios, and we considered the case of a combined signal from two experiments and
compared the results to the one signal case. We observed that parameter estimation
is worsened for SD scenarios, where regions of high PLR density were less localised
than in the SI case. The parameters that show the greatest degree of uncertainty are
the mass of the heavier WIMP and the individual ratios of energy densities and cross-
sections (rρ, σ), as well as the velocity dispersion of the heavier WIMP, σH2 . However,
the product rρ rσ was much better resolved. We observed degeneracies in the parameter
space of rρ-rσ as well as κ1-κ2. In the SI case, the κ1-κ2 degeneracies were broken by the
combined-signal best-fit PLR. No degeneracies in any parameter space were observed
to be broken in the SD case by going from single to dual experimental signals.
We would also like to emphasize that our analysis assumes a simplified idealised
scenario, with known background and perfect energy resolution and efficiency. Hence,
more sophisticated experimental simulations are needed once a signal is observed. We
note that the median sensitivity scales with ∼ √exposure (before systematics domi-
nate) and hence our results serve as a guide for more detailed studies of future exper-
imental designs.
Although we focused on elastic SI and SD interactions, further studies can be per-
formed with more complicated DM interactions, like inelastic endothermic/exothermic
DM [10, 11, 58–61], or with interactions with nuclei mediated by different operators,
which can have non-standard velocity/momentum dependencies [62–69]. An interest-
ing avenue to pursue would be to study to what extent non-trivial interactions can be
degenerate with multi-component DM, i.e., can show a kink -like feature.
To finish we would like to mention that multi-component DM could give rise to
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specific signals also in indirect detection and at colliders. The smoking gun signal
would seem to observe two gamma ray lines at different DM masses. However this
could also be produced by a single DM annihilating into a boson (Z or Higgs) and
a photon [5], and therefore other information is necessary to break such degeneracy.
However, even the continuum gamma ray spectrum could in principle show features
pointing to multi-component DM, like the presence of a kink, in a similar way as in
DD. For similar densities and interactions, depending on whether the DM particles
decay or annihilate, the heaviest or the lightest DM particle would give the strongest
signal, as the dependence of the decay width with the mass is very strong (∝ m5 for
decaying DM with four-fermion interactions, for example). Therefore the preferred
energy ranges and strategies to search for indirect DM signals are model-dependent.
Regarding collider searches, if the masses of the particles in the dark sector are
. O(1) TeV, they could be produced at the LHC. In this case, disentangling whether
there is one type of DM produced or more is not an easy task [12], as different DM
masses or operators (models) could generate similar missing energy distributions.
Optimistically, one can imagine a situation in which DM is first observed being
multi-component in direct detection, the underlying interaction is extracted (say SD),
and that is used to predict halo-independently a signal at colliders [14, 41] and from
annihilation into neutrinos in the Sun [9, 54].
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A Distribution of the T statistic when H2DM is true
In sec. 4.1 we claim that one can easily show that for Gaussian distributed data, the
T statistic under H2DM is Gaussian with mean given by T 2DM0 as defined in Eq. (4.4),
and standard deviation given by 2
√
T 2DM0 . In this appendix we show why this is true,
following the method of Ref. [44]. We start by writing the data xi as a Gaussian
distributed variable
xi = µi(θ
true
H2DM
) + gσi , (A.1)
where µi(θ
true
H2DM
) is the true data under the two-DM hypothesis H2DM, σi =
√
µi(θtrueH2DM)
and g is a unit Gaussian variable. Then, from the definition of T from Eq. (4.3), one
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finds that
T 2DM = min
θH1DM
χ2(θH1DM)− min
θH2DM
χ2(θH2DM) (A.2)
=
N∑
i
(
min
θH1DM
[xi − µi(θH1DM)]2
σ2i
− min
θH2DM
[xi − µi(θH2DM)]2
σ2i
)
(A.3)
=
N∑
i
(
min
θH1DM
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
) + gσi − µi(θH1DM)
]2
σ2i
− min
θH2DM
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
) + gσi − µi(θH2DM)
]2
σ2i
)
(A.4)
= min
θH1DM
N∑
i
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
)− µi(θH1DM)
]2
σ2i
+
2
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
)− µi(θH1DM)
]
σi
g . (A.5)
The last line here explicitly shows that T 2DM is a Gaussian random variable with mean
given by the first term
min
θH1DM
N∑
i
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
)− µi(θH1DM)
]2
σ2i
≡ T 2DM0 , (A.6)
and standard deviation given by the second term
min
θH1DM
N∑
i
2
[
µi(θ
true
H2DM
)− µi(θH1DM)
]
σi
g = 2
√
T 2DM0 . (A.7)
B Bayesian parameter estimation
In this appendix we conduct the same parameter estimation study as in sec. 5 but in
a Bayesian framework. We first give an overview of the methods used followed by the
results.
Bayes’ theorem
P (θ |x) = L(x|θ) · pi(θ)∫
dθL(x|θ) · pi(θ) , (B.1)
allows one to explicitly solve for the probability of a given set model parameters θ
having observed some data x. This probability function P (θ |x) is called the ‘posterior’
probability, and is a function of the likelihood L(x|θ) that the data is observed given the
model parameters as well as the ‘prior probability’ function pi(θ), which parameterises
one’s prior degree of belief in θ as well as sets the allowed size of the parameter space.
The integral in the denominator of Bayes’ theorem is called the ‘Bayesian evidence’ and
ensures that the posterior is normalized to 1 with respect to the model parameters. In
order to constrain a slice of the full parameter space, one can integrate over unwanted
nuisance parameters to give the ‘marginalised posterior’
P (θ1, θ2 |x) =
∫
dθ3...dθn P (θ |x) . (B.2)
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Figure 15. Normalised posterior probability from the fit to one and two SI signals in Xe
and Ge. Shown are the 2D regions of parameter space as given in Fig. 13.
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Figure 16. Normalised posterior probability from the fit to one and two SD signals in Xe
and F. Shown are the 2D regions of parameter space as given in Fig. 14.
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The example given in Eq. (B.2) would be an example of a 2D posterior. A Bayesian
‘credible region’ (CR) is the interval on the parameter θ1 such that
1− α =
∫
dθ1 P (θ1, θ2 |x) , (B.3)
where we choose 1− α = 0.9545 to define a 2σ CR.
Our results are shown in figs. 15 and 16, where the likelihood that enters Bayes’
theorem is the Asimov likelihood defined in Eq. 5.4. We chose a combination of flat
and log-flat priors so as to not give any preference to any region of parameter space.
Our chosen priors are shown in table 3 and the results are not expected to change
significantly under translation of the prior intervals. The results shown are of the
normalised posterior probability P/Pmax with 2σ CR (solid line) for data obtained
from the combined signal Xe + F as well as for comparison the 2σ CR (dashed line)
for the F-only signal.
The posteriors shown in figs. 14 and 16 for the most part spatially resemble the
PLR results shown in sec. 5 (keeping in mind that strictly speaking one can not qual-
itatively compare the two), however, there are some distinct differences. In general,
for both SI and SD results, the posterior probability seems to be able to resolve de-
generacies quite well, contrary to the PLR for the SD case. The Bayesian method also
seems to resolve certain parameters with less uncertainty, although we caution that
the definition of the uncertainty is different in this case. The most notable differences
are present in the log10(rσ)–log10(rρ) and κ2–κ1 planes. In this first case, the extended
degenerate region rρrσ = cte is distinctly separated into two regions of high posterior
probability. The true point still does not fall within the 2σ CR however. In the κ1-κ2
plane, we observe that in the SI case, the four-fold degeneracy has regions that do not
contain the true point, but are smaller than the regions of high PLR. The posterior
does however favour the correct quadrant. In the SD case, the benchmark point is
contained by the 2σ CR for the F-only signal, however the combined signal produces
smaller regions with the incorrect quadrant favoured by the posterior density.
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